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NOTATIONS

\( D \)  
a domain of documents

\( d_j \)  
a document \( j \)

\( c_i \)  
a category \( i \)

\(|C|\)  
number of categories

\(|D|\)  
number of documents

\( \vec{d}_j \)  
a document vector \( j \)

\(|T|\)  
total number of terms in a dictionary

\(|T_r|\)  
total number of training documents

\( w_{kj} \)  
a weight of a term \( t_k \) in a document \( j \)

\( t_k \)  
a term in a document

\( \Phi \)  
unknown target function

\( \hat{\Phi} \)  
a function which approximate the target function

\( q \)  
a query pattern to be classified

\( h \)  
number of neighbourhoods

\( E_i \)  
a neighbourhood \( i \)

\( \Omega \)  
a frame of discernment

\( \omega_i \)  
a possible hypothesis in a frame

\( m(\omega_i) \)  
\textit{mass or bpa} value associated with a hypothesis

\( N_k(q) \)  
\( k \) nearest neighbours of \( q \) in a neighbourhood

\( K \)  
amount of conflict or normalising factor

\( k \)  
number of neighbours considered

\( \text{BetP}() \)  
pignistic probability function

\( A, B, C, X, Y, Z \)  
finite set of objects

\( \gamma, \beta \)  
control parameters

\(|W|\)  
number of Dimensions in a vector

\( F^{-1} \)  
cumulative inverse function